
WATERVILLE, Maine â€” For Black artists in the mid-20th century, art history was an exclusionary space controlled by powerful white critics, gallerists, and institutions. Painters and collagists like Jacob Lawrence and
Romare Bearden, who appropriated elements of the Western canon, were appraised largely based on their adherence to it. In the case of late American artist Bob Thompson, his appropriations of the Old Masters
diverged from the rise of Abstract Expressionism, causing his majestic paintings to be under-appreciated since then. When white artists were coloring outside the lines, Thompson was drawing lines of his own, staking his
claim to Modern art.Thompson painted vivid allegories about race relations in the United States, the dense brushstrokes of his colorful, corporeal silhouettes translating narrative to lyric. He died from a heroin overdose in
1966, the year that the Black Panthers formed, but his art survives to challenge an industry that still profits off of Black suffering. His first retrospective in two decades, This House Is Mine at the Colby College Museum of
Art, is a triumph in scale and curation, and the abundance of provocative imagery poses new questions regarding his legacy.In 28 years of life, Thompson created more than 1,000 paintings, including hundreds of
expressive reinterpretations of Renaissance and Early Modern artworks. These variations, much like those in jazz music, allowed the artist to riff on familiar favorites, and his standards of choice were Poussin, Tintoretto,
Manet, and Goya. Approaching renowned white artists from the margins allowed Thompson to tease out Euro-American tensions with Blackness, and the 85 works on display here portray the terror and splendor of public
space, the persecution of Black sexuality, and the fine line between assimilation and fugitivity.&nbsp;Bob Thompson, The Execution (1961), oil on linen, 7 x 10 Â½ inches. Private Collection, New York (Courtesy Ellen
Phelan and Joel Shapiro. Photo by Jerry L. Thompson / Art Resource, NY)While Thompsonâ€™s work is often classified as Expressionist, his use of hallucinatory imagery and symbolism leans toward Surrealism. His
lifelong friend Amiri Baraka, who appears in one portrait as LeRoi Jones, coined the term â€œAfro-Surrealâ€• eight years after Thompsonâ€™s death, yet the painterâ€™s experimentations with myth and parable go
beyond mere Expressionism, identifying contemporary Black trauma within the Western canon. â€œThe Executionâ€• (1961) lifts its composition from Fra Angelicoâ€™s â€œBeheading of Saint Cosmas and Saint
Damianâ€• (1438-40) â€” which depicts the beheading of doctors who refused to charge patients â€” replacing white Christians with Black martyrs. A white blindfold replaces a noose, belittling the notion that justice is
blind.Rather than provide straightforward answers, Thompson reveled in ambiguity, bringing colorful nude figures into scenarios that refuse resolution. Three Black men appear seated beside three white women in
â€œThe Judgement (1963), yet it remains unclear who is judging whom. Huge amorphous birds and beasts swarm the picture plane â€” recurring motifs for the artist â€” obscuring the racial and sexual tension. For
Thompson, who grew up in Kentucky and married a white woman, interracial sex clashed with Southern white hegemony, turning Black men and white women into subjects of disgrace.&nbsp;Bob Thompson, Black
Monster (1959), oil on canvas, 56 x 67 inches (Â© Michael Rosenfeld Gallery LLC, New York)The stereotyped monstrosity of Black male sexuality served as propaganda that fueled lynching, imprisonment, and economic
disenfranchisement. In â€œBlack Monsterâ€• (1959), Thompson paints a jet-black creature tearing across a vertical frame at two white women and a dark-skinned figure seemingly engaged in a threesome. Itâ€™s a
harrowing and evocative image, ahead of its time yet timely in implication. A nearby placard notes that a 23-year-old Mississippi man, Mack Charles Parker, was lynched by a white mob based on rape allegations in 1959,
making this colorful scene feel ferocious yet introspective.â€œPeople love to come to my studio because I have all these places to go,â€• Thompson once said, referencing not only the revolving door of artists who visited
him in Greenwich Village but the outer limits of the Black imaginary. Indeed, his art takes viewers not just to Europe and Africa, where some of these works were painted, but to far-off spaces in his subconscious. The
devotional â€œGarden of Musicâ€• (1960) portrays a resplendent outdoor concert given by John Coltrane, Don Cherry, Sonny Rollins, and Ornette Coleman, among other jazz musicians. Beside this piece, his individual
tribute to Coleman shows a kaleidoscopic amalgamation of bodies, trees, and faces swirling around a rectangular frame. Thompson channels the spirit of free jazz into the composition of a Renaissance fresco, resulting in
unlikely harmony.&nbsp;Bob Thompson, North African Dream (1963), oil on canvas, 62 Â¾ x 86 Â¾ inches. Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. The Martha Jackson
Memorial Collection: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. David K. Anderson, 1980 (Photo by Lee Stalsworth. Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden)Several appropriations of Francisco de Goyaâ€™s prints point to a shared
renegade spirit that Thompson applied across color lines, and thumbnails from the Colby Museumâ€™s extensive collection of Goya&#8217;s Los Caprichos prints (1797-98) appear nearby for comparison. Thompson
adapted â€œTribute to an American Indianâ€• (1963) from â€œDream. Of lying and inconstancyâ€• (1797), an unpublished print that ruminates on deceit using two-faced subjects. Thompson portrays a two-headed
Native man with a vibrantly colored headdress instead of butterfly wings, adapting these colors into the foreground to hint at European appropriation of ancestral lands. Just as Goya inserted himself on the left, Thompson
painted himself in the same position, signaling solidarity between colonized subjects.Within Thompsonâ€™s lifetime, critics lacked the language to contextualize his work outside the popular currents of Modernism. Today,
as Black artists like Kehinde Wiley and Boots Riley appropriate white traditions to elevate outlandish contradictions in the United States, Thompsonâ€™s paintings bring to mind the words of D. Scot Miller:
â€œAfro-Surrealists create sensuous gods to hunt down beautiful collapsed icons.â€• Thompson exhumed the cult of art history, revealing an invisible world waiting to be uncovered, yet his gorgeous and provocative
oeuvre still elides easy definition. Nonetheless, Thompson deserves this reappraisal, if not as a catalyst for any contemporary genre then as a beloved ancestor.Bob Thompson, Garden of Music (1960), oil on canvas, 79
1/2 Ã— 143 inches. Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, Connecticut. The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund (Â© Michael Rosenfeld Gallery LLC, New York. Photo: Allen Phillips /
Wadsworth Atheneum)Bob Thompson, Tribute to an American Indian (1963), oil on canvas, 63 1/8 Ã— 87 3/4 inches (Â© Michael Rosenfeld Gallery LLC, New York)Bob Thompson: This House Is Mine continues at Colby
College Museum of Art (5600 Mayflower Drive, Waterville, Maine) through January 9, 2022. The exhibition was curated by Diana Tuite.  Darren Bader is a canny manipulator of the art worldâ€™s mores, though this
doesnâ€™t betray his heart of gold. In his American Express Holiday Show, at the Lower East Side gallery Harkawik (formerly Real Pain), he brings a conceptual playfulness to found-object assemblage, updating Marcel
Duchampâ€™s concept of the assisted readymade for the age of the online shopper. Through January 2, the rooms of the gallery are filled with the kinds of things you might pick up at an eccentricâ€™s garage sale.
Thereâ€™s an autographed poster from a forgotten Hugh Jackman musical, and a dusty home printer with a handwritten note reading â€œJust needs a little tendernessâ€• in its copier trough. Barnyard animals,
sheathed or hidden images, and depictions of nipples all appear with thematic abundance. Though itâ€™s not immediately clear which collections of objects are considered discrete works, an impression builds naturally in
the space over time. Collectively, the work looks at first like some kind of deadpan joke before gradually transforming into a cosmic one.Assemblage is a form of art that is often contested. Everyone has heard some
version of the stories in which museum goers snap photos of objects left discarded on the gallery floor, or a janitor accidentally sweeps up vital curds of installation. If the hiss about modernism was â€œmy child could
have made that,â€• postmodernismâ€™s might be â€œI could have done that by accidentâ€• â€” and, indeed, certain corners of your parentsâ€™ attic or crawlspace might resemble a Bader. Because there is no
technique at play here besides juxtaposition, this kind of art making is exceedingly easy to do, and almost impossible to do very well.Darren Bader, AES-PoPRS4 (2021), mixed mediaDarren Bader, AES-PoPRS20 (2021),
mixed mediaDarren Bader does it well. A crucial ingredient to his practice is accessibility: his lack of interest in coming across as mysterious or pedantic. In a text accompanying the exhibition, the artist explains the origins
of these wall and floor works straightforwardly: a $1,400 â€œbuying and bidding bingeâ€• with a company credit card, as he aimed to â€œtread ground I hadnâ€™t considered since 2011, an approach to found-object
sculpture requiring no words.â€• Even without the text, his exhibition retains the ebullient energy of a good eBay haul. A copy of Madonnaâ€™s 1992 book Sex, here positioned beneath a plate-glass tabletop and wooden
chicken, is still in its mint-condition Mylar wrapping. A signed letter from Margaret Mead and an official 1996 White House invitation from â€œMrs. Clintonâ€• both have an excitingly biddable quality to them. The title of the
show may refer to Baderâ€™s own Amex, used for purchases, or the fake Platinum card displayed on a sculpture of a pachyderm-hominid near the back of the gallery, which is rather worn and registered to one Tyler
Durden.A few references to the here and now include a folded face mask atop a novelty plate; this feels significant, as does its proximity to a wine bottle modified with a Nivea logo and pump-top, which looks like
Duchampian hand sanitizer. In one of the showâ€™s more telling inclusions, not one but two 2020Solidarity posters appear â€” the products of an artist-driven fundraiser in response to the pandemic, organized last
summer by the photographer Wolfgang Tillmansâ€™s Between Bridges Foundation. Tillmansâ€™s own â€œstill life (BÃ¼hnenbild)â€• (2020) blends into a wall work.Installation view of Darren Bader: The American
Express Holiday Show at Harkawik in New York. Left: AES-PoPRS11 (2021), mixed media; right: AES-PoPRS6 (2021), mixed mediaI was thinking about Tillmans in the context of this show even before I recognized his
presence in it. The photographer, who installs his work personally, tends to arrange his exhibitions with intentional whimsy. His self-curation is open to whatever he feels like revealing that day. It seems as though Bader is
doing something similar here with sculpture: his style has no organizing principle, and only the most basic of formal constraints. His compositions have an impulsiveness to them, recognizable as his thanks only to some
intangible quality. And yet he achieves through this a surprisingly rewarding thematic cohesion. Each of Baderâ€™s assisted readymades bears his presence of mind; the result is a sense of humor and seriousness that
resides in them at once.Darren Bader: The American Express Holiday Show continues at Harkawik (30 Orchard Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan) through January 2, 2022.  LOS ANGELES â€” Now in its fifth edition,
the annual Sexy Xmas exhibition at the Lodge has become a reliable part of the Los Angeles holiday season with its cheeky interpretation of Christmas cheer. Most artworks present are on the small, portable side, which
lends the space a kind of White Elephant feel, as if one could stop here to pick up a last-minute gift for a lover missed on the Christmas shopping list.Started in response to the lull of gallery activity that happens around
the turn of the year, this yearâ€™s edition sees gallerist Alice Lodge gathering artworks that range from the sexy to Xmas-y. There is a decidedly on-point painting by Jake Sheiner, â€œSelf Portrait in Mrs. Claus
Lingerieâ€• (2021), in which the bearded artist looks directly at the viewer while donning a babydoll lingerie dress. A lovely Nick Taggart colored pencil drawing, â€œ1978â€• (also from 1978), shows the torso of a woman
in a bikini enjoying a more classically warm Angeleno Christmas than the one we are experiencing this year. Hanging in a window installation curated by Dry Clean Only, an abstr
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